This paper introduces the analysis process of small signal dominant mode, and the operation of Jilin power grid in winter heavy load operating mode is simulated in the platform of Power System Analysis Software Package (PSASP). Calculate the small signal stability in this operation mode, analyze the system oscillation modes and the modal maps of each correlating mode. Judge the corresponding generator sets to give directive advice about the installation and configuration of power system stabilizer (PSS) in the next step. The simulation result shows that only part of the generators sets in Heilongjiang will appear low frequency oscillation.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the capacity of 500 thousand volts power transmission north-south channel in Jilin power grid is only 4 million kilowatts, resulting in a large number of units nest electricity, what channels are safe and stable, cannot meet the 10 million kilowatts of wind power base of electric power demand. In accordance with the Northeast UHV planning, "13th Five-Year" during the construction of the Baicheng West and East Changchun two UHV station two UHV channel hub, and satisfy the electric railway, wind power and other power grid security management, access to grid construction, huge capital demand, investment demand and power grid development lack of ability is more and more prominent contradictions. It is of great significance to accelerate the construction of a strong smart grid which leads the coordinated development of all levels of power grid with UHV grid, and promotes the sustainable development of economy and society in Jilin province and promotes the "two changes" of the company. The construction of Jilin UHV power grid is beneficial to optimize the allocation of energy resources. There are abundant wind energy resources in our ________________________ province, and the theory can develop 54 million kilowatts of wind energy resources in the province. Jilin power grid operation started Zhalute-Qingzhou UHVDC transmission lines to reduce transmission pressure.
The UHVDC lines put into operation, then the network structure of power system will be changed, stable operation of generator may be affected, and it may occur in low frequency oscillation [1] , caused great security risk to the operation of the whole system. Therefore, small signal stability analysis of Jilin power grid with HVDC is needed to be calculated [2] .
RESEARCH ON DOMINANT MODE OF SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY

Definition of Small Signal Stability
The power system is running with some small signals, such as random variation of the loads and the regulation of the generator sets [3] . There are generally not small signals caused by the change of the system structure, if the oscillation in this system produced in the small disturbance can be suppressed, so that in quite a long time after the shift of the system state is small enough, then the system is stable [5] .
The small signal stability problem of power system usually refers to the problem of low frequency oscillation caused by insufficient damping, and the eigenvalue analysis technique based on the linearized system state equation is usually used in the analysis of the system [6] . The technique is based on the development method of Lyapunov's linearization. When the Lyapunov's linearization is used to analyze the small signal stability of power system, the instability phenomenon and reason can be deeply analyzed [7] . The basic thought and method of Lyapunov linearization is linear from nonlinear system approximation stability properties of the local stability in the vicinity of an equilibrium point of nonlinear system conclusion: 1)If the linearized system is asymptotically stable, when the real part of all the characteristics of the characteristic matrix equation of state values are negative, then a practical nonlinear system at the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable; 2) if the instability of linearized system, namely when the characteristic matrix of the state equations are at least eigenvalue a positive real part, then a practical nonlinear system at the equilibrium point is unstable [8] .
Analysis of Small Signal Dominant Mode
Small signal pattern corresponds to the eigenvalues of the system, and a real eigenvalue corresponds to a non oscillatory mode, negative eigenvalues of said mode attenuation system, the absolute value of the characteristic value of the larger, attenuated more quickly, whereas the more slow; real value represents the feature of non cycle instability the system, relevant feature vector is an integer value and eigenvalue. The complex eigenvalues appear in conjugate form, and each pair corresponds to an oscillatory form. The real part of the eigenvalue characterizes the damping of the system to the oscillation, and the imaginary part gives the frequency of the oscillation. The negative real part represents positive damping, that is, damped oscillation; zero real part denotes undamped; equal amplitude oscillation; positive real part denotes negative damping, i.e., amplitude oscillation [9] .
According to the domestic foreign detection of the power grid operation for a long time, as well as theoretical analysis, the causes of small signal analysis is relatively mature. At present, the most serious and most common small signal fault is the low frequency oscillation of power system and also the electromechanical oscillation. The characteristics for small interference calculation value is mainly for the study of low frequency oscillation modes in small signal, the oscillation mode, first through the calculated features related to mechanical and electrical circuit comparison system values were selected to determine the main oscillation mode of small signal:1)in general, when the electromechanical circuit correlation ratio is greater than one we can think eigenvalue of this oscillation is the electromechanical oscillation, if electromechanical circuit correlation ratio is less than one, it may be considered that the other oscillation modes occupy a major position in the oscillation mode; 2) in electromechanical mode range, characteristic values of the corresponding frequency was screened. The oscillation modes in the [0.1,2.5]Hz scope can be considered invalid, the eigenvalue in oscillation mode [0.1,0.7] is that the inter area oscillation, and the eigenvalue in oscillation mode [0.7,2.5] that is in the region of oscillation; 3)characteristic values to judge the real parts of the eigenvalues, if the real part of any characteristic root that is greater than zero, the system is not stable, to increase oscillation; 4) through step 2) and step 3) set of 2 modes of oscillation mode damping ratio on the line segment, if The eigenvalue corresponding to the damping ratio is greater than 5%, can be considered the corresponding characteristic value belongs to the strong damping mode, if the damping ratio is less than 3%, can be considered the corresponding characteristic value belongs to the weak damping mode, when the damping ratio is less than 0, the corresponding eigenvalue belongs to negative damping mode [10] .
ANALYSIS OF SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY IN JILIN POWER GRID
Calculation Program
Analyzing small signal stability in Jilin power grid by using ADPSS/PSASP software, PSASP also contains iterative method, Arnoldi algorithm and other algorithms to calculate the characteristics of large power system small signal stability, and characteristics of the whole system software can judge the value of screening, strong correlative units each oscillation mode, to provide data for electric power the next step for the installation of stabilizer.
Low Frequency Oscillation Modes Related to Jilin Power Grid
This paper focuses on the small signal stability calculation of Jilin power grid under heavy load operation in winter and analyzes the low frequency oscillation mode in the calculation results presented in Table I . In the winter operation mode, the list of content for the generator insufficient damping low frequency oscillation. In the 1.90289Hz region of weak damping oscillation, the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the relevant unit for Heita G2; in the 1.88051Hz region of weak damping oscillation, the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the relevant unit for Heiyixi G2;in the 1.81462Hz region of weak damping oscillation, the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the relevant unit for Heiheliganshi G1; in the 1.657440Hz region of weak damping oscillation, the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the relevant unit for Heiheliganshi G1;in the 1.37041Hz region of weak damping oscillation, the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the relevant unit for Heiyixi GB. According to the modal diagram, it can be analyzed that the generator with low frequency oscillation under the oscillation frequency of 1.902888Hz is a part of Heilongjiang unit. The Heita G2 generator set by the modal diagram shown in Figure 1 of the modulus of the largest generator sets for cluster 2, the maximum participation factor, related units as cluster 1 Heijiagedaqi G2. That relative oscillation between Heita G2 and other sets is the main reason for the low frequency oscillation mode. According to the modal diagram, it can be analyzed that the generator with low frequency oscillation under the oscillation frequency of 1.880611Hz is a part of Heilongjiang unit. In the modal diagram shown in Figure 2 , the maximum value of the generating set is the Heifure GA unit in the cluster 2, with the largest participation factor, among which the secondary unit is Heifuer G2 of the other clusters. The relative oscillation of Heifure GA unit and Heifuer G2 unit is the main cause of low frequency oscillation in this mode. According to the modal diagram, it can be analyzed that the generator with low frequency oscillation under the oscillation frequency of 1.814621Hz is a part of Heilongjiang unit. In the modal diagram shown in Figure 3 , the largest generating set is the Heiyixi GA unit in cluster 2, with the largest participation factor, in which the secondary unit is 1 of the Heiyixi GB. The relative oscillation of Heiyixi GA unit and Heiyixi G2 unit is the main reason of low frequency oscillation in this mode. According to the modal diagram, it can be analyzed that the generator with low frequency oscillation under the oscillation frequency of 1.657440Hz is a part of Heilongjiang unit. The Heiheliganshi G1 unit mode is shown in Figure 4 in the modulus of the largest generator units for cluster 2, the maximum participation factor, related units for Heiheliganshi G2 in cluster 2.That relative oscillation of Heihleiganshi G1 unit and Heiheliganshi G2 unit is the main reason for the low frequency oscillation mode. According to the modal diagram, the system can participate in the low frequency oscillation at the oscillation frequency of 1.370407Hz, which is part of the Heilongjiang unit. As is shown in Figure 5 , the largest generating unit in the modal diagram is the Heiyixi GB unit in the cluster 2, with the largest participation factor, and the secondary unit is 2 of the Heiyixi GA. The relative oscillation of Heiyixi GB unit and Heiyixi GA unit is the main reason of low frequency oscillation in this mode.
Modal Analysis of Low Frequency Oscillation
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CONCLUSION
According to the PSASP of Jilin power grid of small signal stability in winter heavy load operating condition, get the following conclusions: in Jilin power system small signal stability analysis, the low frequency oscillation modes in Jilin power grid are belong to the range of oscillation, will not cause a great impact on the whole system, the oscillation modes calculated only mode 1 and 2 belong to the mode of relative oscillation between units, mode 3, mode 4 and mode 5 belongs to the unit oscillation unit relative oscillation generally do not consider; for the inter area oscillation mode, usually due to insufficient damping system, power system stabilizer can enhance system damping. So we need optimize the parameter of power system stabilizer on Heita G2 and Heifure GA (PSS) in order to improve small signal stability of the system.
